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This paper deals with diachronic classification of Mansi dialect groups based on new resources. 

The previous research on this data was focused on highlighting the phonetic isoglosses between 

the discovered dialects, so now it is possible to compare the results based on phonetics with the 

results gained from lexicostatistics. This research aims to define the dialect groups of Mansi from 

the 18th to 21st centuries, based on the lists of basic vocabulary, using new expeditional and 

archival data published on the linguistic platform LingvoDoc and field materials gathered by the 

author. As a result, for the first time, lists were compiled of the basic vocabulary of seven archival 

and three contemporary dictionaries that became known to researchers in recent years, an 
appropriate questionnaire was also completed by a native speaker of Sosva Mansi. Judging by a 

comparison with the 19th century data, the most distinctive dialect group is North Mansi, as it has 

retained many features from the 18th century. Other dialect groups have not been so stable. In the 

late 18th century there were dialects of the Perm province, although not homogenous enough as a 

group, and out of them the Kungur and Solikamsk dialects were closer to the Tavda (southern) 

dialect, which is known from recordings from the 19th-20th century. The eastern dialects 

disappeared at the beginning of the 21st century. Judging by the data obtained from the last native 

speakers, the Yukonda (eastern) dialect shared 93% of basic vocabulary with the northern 

dialects. 

 

  1 Introduction 

The Mansi language belongs to the Ugric group of the Uralic language family.  Mansi and Khanty 

are traditionally thought to form the Ob-Ugric subgroup within Ugric. The present-day Mansi 

people live mainly in Siberia, in the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous district, and there are also a 

few groups of Mansi in the north of Sverdlovskaya Oblast and Perm Krai. Currently, the Mansi 

language is on the verge of extinction: in the 2010s, sound recordings data from the last native 

speaker of the eastern (Yukonda) dialect were made, whereas southern and almost all western 

dialects disappeared even earlier. 

Classificationary division of dialects is usually carried out using three main criteria: phonetic 

isoglosses, grammatical isoglosses and analysis of common lexicon. The Mansi dialect groups were 

identified on the basis of materials collected in the second half of the 19th – early 20th  century by 



 

Kannisto and Munkácsi. Judging by these materials, all dialects are divided into four large groups: 

1) southern, 2) western, 3) eastern, 4) northern, which is shown in Table 1. 

 

 

 Southern Eastern Western Northern 

1 ā ō ō ō 

2  ɛ ̮̅  ā/ e ̭̅  e ̭̅  ā 

3 ǝw ī ǝɣ ǝɣ 

4  ć ś ś ś 

5  š s(š) š s(š) 

6  k х/k k х 

7  k k k k 

 

Table 1. Main differentiating Mansi isoglosses according to Honti (1988, p.149) 

However, having conducted phonetic analysis of the recently discovered materials of the Mansi 

dialects of the 18th century, Normanskaya and Koshelyuk arrived at the conclusion that dialectal 

division could have been historically different (Normanskaya 2020, Normanskaya&Koshelyuk 
2020). The data of the extinct dialects of the Perm province showed that the third feature (Table 

1) is not differentiating for dialect grouping (Normanskaya 2020). The materials from the 18th 

century, for example, Pallas’s unpublished dictionary, reveal such language varieties that combine 

phonetic and morphological features of different groups (Normanskaya, Koshelyuk 2020). The 

lexicon of these sources has not yet been studied and/or documented. 

The lists of Mansi basic vocabulary have already been compiled by Zhivlov (2011), based on the 

materials of Munkácsi’s dictionary. However, later, new archival and field dictionaries were 

published on the LingvoDoc platform, which led to a correction of Proto-Mansi reconstruction 

(Normanskaya 2015). To clarify the classification of Mansi dialects in diachrony, it is necessary 

to consider these new materials in the light of lexical isoglosses and lexicostatistics, using a 

unified methodology for compiling and analysing basic vocabulary. The lexicostatistical approach 
is applied to the "language vs dialect" problem, which was proven effective on the material of a 

large number of languages of the world by Koryakov (2017). Among the Uralic languages, 

dialectal classification has already been revised using new data from LingvoDoc for the Samoyed 

(Koryakov 2018) and Permic (Normanskaya, Bezenova in print) languages. 

 

2 Materials and Methods 

This study uses the latest expeditionary and recently published archival dialectal dictionaries. The 

following expedition dictionaries were analysed: Yukonda dialect (eastern, collected by Amelina 

(2013), Middle-Ob dialect (northern, collected by Stenin (2013) and Sosva dialect (northern, 

collected by Idrisov (2016) in the village Hulimsunt). Additionally, in order to collect the most 



 

complete and actual list of basic vocabulary, in 2021, a native speaker of the Lyapin (Sygva) 

dialect of the northern group completed a special questionnaire with diagnostic contexts (Kassian 

et al. 2010), and the results are included in this study. 

The archival dictionaries under examination were collected by Pallas in the late 18th century 

(Sjögren’s archive, stored at St. Petersburg department of the Archive of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences): Perm dialects - Verkhoturye, Cherdyn’, Kungur, Solikamsk, as well as one unlocated 

northern dialect. In addition, we analysed the dictionary of the Berezov (northern) dialect (using 
the printed edition of Pallas’s dictionary) and the dictionary of an undetermined dialect of the 

Mansi language from the archive of Sjogren of the 19th century, which also belongs to the 

northern group. 

The differentiation of dialects of the Mansi language was carried out by the method of 

lexicostatistics, which relies on a list of basic vocabulary for each language/dialect. To collect 

basic vocabulary from all the sources listed above, a list of 110 concepts was used, which is a one 

hundred-word list of Swadesh with additions by Yakhontov. This list is preferrable, because, 

firstly, a detailed clarification of semantics has been developed (Kassian et al. 2010) specifically 

for this list, and secondly, it has been used in the etymological dictionary of the basic vocabulary 

of the Turkic languages (Dybo 2013) and for compiling hundreds of vocabulary lists in the Global 

Lexicostatistical Database (GLD), including the Ob-Ugric (Zhivlov 2011). Within the Uralic 

family, the compilation and analysis of material using this technique, with further verification by 
native speakers, was previously carried out in five idioms of the Baltic-Finnish group 

(Rozhanskiy & Zhivlov 2019). 

We compiled the lists of basic vocabulary for all the mentioned dictionaries, adding 

reconstructions at different levels of the proto-language: Proto-Uralic, Proto-Finno-Ugric, Proto-

Ugric (UEW), and Proto-Ob-Ugric (Honti 1982). Furthermore, we calculated the percentage of 

lexical coincidences between pairs of dialects: all borrowings were excluded, the total number of 

words attested in both dialects was recorded, and within this scope the number of cognates was 

identified. The percentage of coincidence indicates the number of cognates in the ancestral 

vocabulary. In order to exclude borrowings from the calculation, these data were checked against 

works on borrowings in the Mansi language from Tatar (Kannisto 1925) and Komi (Redei 1970), 

as well as by notes on borrowings in the Mansi dialectal dictionary (Munkácsi & Kálmán 1986). 

3 Results 

The results of the calculations are presented in Table 2. The lower left half of the table shows the 

total number of original lexemes recorded in both dialects, and the number of lexemes having a 

common root. The grey-shaded cells indicate the number of lexemes out of 110 that could be 

found in each individual list. 

Only two lists — Yukonda (eastern) and Lyapin (northern) — turned out to be complete enough 

to be interpreted from the point of view of the "language vs dialect" problem, so the columns 

dedicated to them show the percentage. In the course of this work, we arrived at the conclusion 

that the fragmentary nature of the remaining lists does not allow us to interpret the percentages in 
a straightforward way (the 91-92% threshold between the language and the dialect), but we can 

use these calculations in a relative sense to compare the proximity of dialects to each other.  In 

order not to mislead our readers, in the table, we have indicated only the numerical expression of 

coincidences for all other dialects, and in the analysis of the table below we will operate with 

percentages, stipulating their relativity. 
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Table 2. Percentage of cognates coincidences and overall number of attested concepts from 110-

item list in Mansi dialects 



 

4 Discussion  

Turning to the coincidences within dialect groups, in the northern 18th century Mansi the archival 

Berezov dialect almost completely overlapped with the lexicon of Pallas’s unpublished 

dictionary. However, the dialect attribution of the latter is difficult to determine unambiguously: 

earlier it was established that this manuscript had phonetic isoglosses with northern and eastern 
dialects, and grammatical ones with Western dialects (Normanskaya, Koshelyuk 2020). So, the 

Berezov dialect stands out because it is 90% similar to all other dialects of the northern group, 

whereas Sjogren’s 19th century archive has 84-89% of coincidences within them. Contemporary 

dialects Lyapin and Sosva are close to each other (91% coincidences), while the Middle Ob 

dialect is much more different (78%-80% of coincidences). A discrepancy of this scale can also 

be explained by the incompleteness of the data. From the point of view of phonology, 

contemporary Northern dialects also have differences: Proto-Mansi * e̮̅  > Ob. e, Sosva a/ ā, 

Proto-Mansi *ä / *ī  > Ob. e, Sosva a, also, in some cognates, Proto-Mansi *u > Ob o vs Sosva u 

(Normanskaya 2015). The percentage of coincidences with archival dictionaries is quite high in 

all three contemporary dialects (84-92%). Thus, in modern northern Mansi dialects, quite a lot of 

innovative processes have occurred both at the phonetic and lexical levels, and this group is not 

homogeneous. 

Out of the four extinct 18th century Perm dialects, the Solikamsk list of basic vocabulary is 

attested most fully (60 words). The remaining lists comprise only 49-51 words. More than 91% of 

the common lexemes have  Solikamsk, Verkhoturye and Cherdyn’, and 89% of coincidences are 

between the Solikamsk and Kungur lists. The biggest distance is found between the Kungur and 

Cherdyn’ dialects (78%). Thus, the Kungur dialect is further away from the rest of the Perm 

dialects, so the extinct 18th century Perm dialects were not as homogeneous as the northern ones at 

that time. 

Now let us turn to the differences between different groups of dialects. 18 th century: generally, 

between the northern and Perm dialects, the percentage of coincidence ranges from 66% to 76%, 

with the exception of the Solikamsk dialect, as mentioned above. Contemporary dialects: the last 

attested eastern  (Yukonda ) dialect has 70% and 80% of coincidences  with Sosva and Middle-
Ob (northern) dialects respectively. However, according to the most complete list collected from 

a native speaker of the Lyapin (northern) dialect, the percentage of coincidences between 

contemporary northern and eastern dialects is 93%. 

As the Cherdyn’, Kungur and Verkhoturye dialects are closest to the Tavda (southern) dialect by 

phonetic correspondences (Normanskaya 2020), we compared Perm dialects with the list of 

Tavda (from materials collected at the end of the XIX century) (Zhivlov 2011). A relatively high 

percentage of correspondences in the basic vocabulary confirms the proximity of these dialects 

(from 75% to 83%). The Solikamsk dialect coincides with the Tavda dialect by 90% and, 

apparently, belongs to the same group. 

It is valuable to compare the results obtained with Table 3 – the data collected by Zhivlov from 

Munkácsi’s dictionary. It should be noted that this dictionary was compiled from field materials 
recorded in 1888-1889, and is separated by a century from both Pallas’s dictionary and the new 

field dictionaries of the 2010s. 

 

 

 



 

 Northern Western Eastern Southern 

 Northern Middle 

Lozva 

Lower 

Lozva 

Pelym Konda Tavda 

Northern  92 % 89% 88% 87% 82% 

Middle Lozva   98.% 96 % 96% 90 % 

Lower Lozva    97% 97 % 91 % 

Pelym     97 % 91 % 

Konda      92 % 

Tavda       

Table 3. Percentage of coincidences in Mфnsi dialects  according to Zhivlov (2011) 

The Northern and Tavda (southern) dialects are the most distant (82%), while the eastern Konda 

and western dialects have virtually no differences (96-97% coincidences). The distance between 

the northern dialects and the eastern (Konda) is 87%. Taking this analysis into consideration, 
Koryakov (2017) identified two languages between Mansi varieties, claiming the 91-92% 

threshold in the “language vs dialect” problem. However, data from the beginning of the 21st 

century demonstrate 93% similarity between the eastern and northern dialects of Mansi, which 

indicates the unity of the Mansi language. 

Also, a comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows that in the 18th century a number of Perm dialects 

existed, which did not form a united group and disappeared back in the 19th  century. So by the 

beginning of the 21st century, of all the dialects except northern, only Yukonda (eastern) was still 

spoken. 

5 Conclusion 

Comparing the percentages of coincidence and lexical and phonetic isoglosses of the 18th  century, 

two dialectal groups are clearly distinguished: northern and southwestern (Solikamsk-Kungur). 

The rest of the dialects of that time, apparently, cannot be grouped into one unit. Nevertheless, in 
the 21st century, the northern (Lyapin) and eastern (Konda) overlap by 93% in basic vocabulary, 

which confirms the unity of the contemporary Mansi language. The major obstacle to conducting 

this research in full is the impossibility of collecting complete lists of basic vocabulary from other 

archival and field sources. Therefore, the discussed percentages of coincidence between dialects 

other than Lyapin and Yukonda cannot be understood literally, but they still give an idea of the 

relation between different idioms. Study of the material of Perm dialects changes the traditional 

classification of Mansi dialects (Honti 1988) and highlights significant changes that they 

underwent in the 19th century. 
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